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Abstract
We provide a new, theoretically motivated evaluation grid for
assessing the conversational achievements of Artificial Dialog
Companions (ADCs). The grid is spanned along three grounding
problems. Firstly, it is argued that symbol grounding in general
has to be instrinsic. Current approaches in this context, however,
are limited to a certain kind of expression that can be grounded
in this way. Secondly, we identify three requirements for conversational grounding, the process leading to mutual understanding.
Finally, we sketch a test case for symbol grounding in the form of
the philosophical grounding problem that involves the use of
modal language. Together, the three grounding problems provide
a grid that allows us to assess ADCs’ dialogical performances and
to pinpoint future developments on these grounds.
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Object, Aim and Research Questions

This paper deals with embodied conversational agents (Cavazza
et al., 2010) as potential interlocutors of human users
(Wachsmuth, 2008; Wilks, 2005, 2007, 2009; Wilks et al., 2010).
In the literature, there are a lot of names and acronyms for these
kinds of systems. Candidate designations include Artificial Comi
panions (Wilks, 2005), Artificial Conversational Companions
(Danilava, Busemann, and Schommer, 2012), Embodied Conversational Agents (Cassell, 2001), Dialogue Agents (Wilks, 2009),
Conversational Agents (Kopp and Wachsmuth, 2004), and Dialog
Companions (Wilks, 2005). We focus on those systems that are
able to communicate with human users by means of a natural
language. We concentrate on the linguistic facilities of those systems and abstract over issues of anthropomorphic design or ethics of behavior – that is, we stress their dialogue aspect over
their companions aspect. Throughout this paper, we call such
agents Artificial Dialog Companions (or simply ADCs).
The aim of ADCs is to provide long-term companions that accompany their human users in a way that they learn the habits, interests and cognitive states of their users in order to better meet,
for example, their conversational needs. The operational scenarios of ADCs range from task-oriented dialogs to free conversation
(Cavazza et al., 2010; Wachsmuth, 2008; Wilks, 2005). Building
on some adaptable knowledge resource (based, for example, on
Wikipedia (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2009; Waltinger, Breuing, and Wachsmuth, 2011)), some inference mechanism (build1

ing, for example, on semantic-web technologies (Wilks et al.,
2010)) and some dialog management system (Traum and Larsson, 2003), ADCs process and generate data to keep track of the
conversation with their human interlocutors (Gilroy, Porteous,
Charles, and Cavazza, 2012; Salem, Kopp, Wachsmuth, Rohlfing,
and Joublin, 2012; Wachsmuth and Knoblich, 2005). The data
processed by ADCs comprise a wide range of data that includes
verbal, linguistic data as well as multimodal sensory input. Currently, models of ADCs are under research that are said to allow
even for the emotional control and reflection of their conversations (Rehm, André, and Nakano, 2009).
In this paper, we discuss possible limits of the conversational behaviour of ADCs partly in an abstract, partly in an exemplary
manner. We deal with scenarios under which the conversation of
an ADC with a human user can be said to be unnatural, dysﬂuent
or even unsuccessful. From the point of view of cognitive science,
limits of this sort are aﬀected by what an ADC can intrinsically
learn without being extrinsically pre-programmed by its human
designer (Ziemke, 1999). In this line of reasoning, we view language learning as being critical for the acceptability of an ADC
as it aﬀects the ﬂexibility of its conversational behavior. In order
to analyze the conversational ﬂexibility of ADCs with regard to
the dynamics of natural language conversations, we consider
three notions of grounding that relate to diﬀerent conversational
abilities of ADCs:
1. Starting with the notion of grounding in AI (Harnad, 1990),
we consider the possibilities of an intrinsic semantics that
goes beyond intersective predicates, which are anchored
in perceptual experience. From this point of view, we discuss the requirement that ADCs should be able to answer
questions about factual states of the world as, for example,
“What is the temperature outside?”
2. Utilizing the notion of grounding in dialog theory (Clark,
1996), we discuss the ﬂexibility of the conversational behavior of ADCs beyond managing typical speech acts and
adjacency pairs (Sacks, Schegloﬀ, and Jeﬀerson, 1974;
Searle, 1971). From this point of view, we ask for the ability of ADCs to manage states of informational uncertainty
of dialog acts, for example, by means of clariﬁcation requests of the sort “Whom do you mean by Hans?”
3. Finally, referring to the notion of grounding in philosophy,
we discuss the need of an intensional semantics (Montague, 1974) to be intrinsically learnt by an ADC. From this
point of view, we ask for ADCs that can answer questions
about possible states of the world as exempliﬁed by the
question “What would you recommend: what I shall do if
two of my friends would have the same birthday?”
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Based on these three notions of grounding, we argue that ADCs
are limited with regard to their categorical (1), conversational (2)
and intensional (3) grounding. As a result of these constraints,
we state that, currently, ADCs cannot converse with human interlocutors to a degree that is natural for a conversation with a human being. In a nutshell: we argue that ADCs do not yet function
as interlocutors – currently, they are not suﬃciently equipped to
be called dialog companions.
Irrespective of this assessment, we are very sympathetic with the
highly ambitious approach that underlies ADCs. There are many
possible application areas in which ADCs can help (e.g., in supporting caregiving or everyday tasks). Smart HCI systems of this
sort are partly an object of our own research (Mehler and Lücking, 2012). However, we are also convinced that ADCs cannot be
applied usefully unless they are able to communicate on a nearhuman level. This is not only due to security reasons (which are
of highest importance, e.g., in the context of caregiving), but also
to possible frustration as a result of insuﬃcient interaction and
understanding. In order to get a better estimation of the
achievements and potentials of ADCs, we describe some “milestones” in terms of the grounding problem that full-blown ADCs
should have mastered. These grounding steps make an (incomplete) grid that may accompany or even replace costly user evaluation studies.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sketches three notions of grounding according to the accent of their academic
provenance: grounding in terms of AI, dialog theory and philosophy. Sections 3, 4 and 5 utilize these notions to successively
specify requirements with regard to the conversational capabilities of ADCs. In this context, Section 3 analyzes the limits of categorization games as a model of learning an intrinsic semantics
on the part of ADCs. Section 6 sums up our ﬁndings in assessing
the conversational interactivity of up-to-date technologies of
ADCs.
2

Three Notions of Grounding

Dialogical communication on the side of ADCs involves at least
two dimensions of meaning:


The symbols used in conversations have a meaning that is
known to the ADC. We call this the symbol dimension. The
key problem here is how agents acquire an intrinsic semantics (Harnad, 1990). Generally speaking, the semantics
of an artiﬁcial agent is said to be extrinsic if the meanings
of the signs that it uses are externally determined by its
designer. In contrast to this, the semantics is said to be internal to the agent, that is, intrinsic if it generates the
mapping of sign vehicles and meanings independently of
ii
its designer.
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Within a dialogical exchange, symbols are used and
acknowledged according to certain exchange rules. This
pertains to the interaction dimension of dialog. Key issues
here are turn-taking and ensuring mutual understanding.

In order for a system to be a dialog companion, it has to master
both the symbol and the interaction dimension. We identify three
grounding problems that allow us to assess an ADC’s achievements on these dimensions. Each grounding problem is exempliﬁed by a paradigmatic question.
GPsymb Grounding Problem_(symbols). The grounding problem in
AI, robotics and technical systems dealing with language in general has been deﬁned by Harnad (1990, p. 335) as follows: “How
can the semantic interpretation of a formal symbol system be
made intrinsic to the system, rather than just parasitic on the
meanings in our heads?” (emphasis in original). ADCs that have
mastered GPsymb can answer a question like “What are you seeing
(right now)?”
GPconv Grounding Problem_(conversation). Every act of speaking
presupposes information – background knowledge shared by
conversational participants (Stalnaker, 1978, 2002; Lewis, 1969;
Schiﬀer, 1972). This background knowledge is often termed
common ground and is a core component of any theory of language use (Clark, 1992). The linguistic grounding problem consists in spelling out what information is part of common ground,
how it is represented, and how it is maintained and updated in
the course of conversation. Conversational grounding enables
ADCs to talk about mutually known persons, amongst others, for
example answering a question like “Have you seen Maynard recently?”
GPmod Grounding Problem_(modality). In philosophy, the grounding problem originates from material coincidence, for instance, a
statue of Goliath and the lump of clay it is made of sharing a spatio-temporal portion of the world (Gibbard, 1975). Now we can
ask: “If the statue gets destroyed, will the lump of clay still exist?” If the answer is yes, then both the statue and the lump of
clay diﬀer in at least one modal property, from which follows,
that the statue and the lump of clay are not identical. The philosophical puzzle now is how it can be that two diﬀerent objects
can occupy the same spatial region at the same time. However
that may be, the question exempliﬁes that people do not only talk
about factual events or currently perceived scenes, but also
about possible or future events. How would an ADC answer such
a question? The key problem here is that an ADC has to be able
to process counterfactuals and modality in order to understand
or formulate the question. Dealing with counterfactual conditionals and grammatical mood is part and parcel of the GPmod. These
topics are bound up with philosophical work on, amongst others,
modal logic, temporality, necessity, and causation and situational
4

regularities (Reichenbach, 1947; Lewis, 1973b,a; Kripke, 1980;
Prior, 1967; Montague, 1974; Vendler, 1957; Barwise, 1989,
Chap. 5), which in turn make up the backbone of respective linguistic modeling (e.g., Dowty, 1979; Parsons, 1994; Kamp and
Reyle, 1993; Krifka, 1992). Thus, the philosophical grounding
problem of the statue and the lump of clay is used as an example
case for modal speech, which for this reason is referred to as the
grounding problem of modality in this paper.
GPsymb and GPmod pertain to the symbol dimension of dialogs. They
both focus on intrinsic meaning constitution of ADCs. In this context, GPsymb denotes a minimal requirement of symbolic grounding, whereas GPmod highlights an advanced level. GPconv, on the
other hand, focuses on the interaction dimension. Conversational
grounding is a complex process that, if successful, leads to dialogic understanding.
GPconv and GPsymb aﬀect the speech handling of ADCs directly: the
former, for it relates to the dialog management of the ADC, the
latter, for it concerns how agents are able to share intrinsic semantics in the ﬁrst place. ADCs cannot ponder the philosophical
grounding problem before they have mastered the other two.
Agents, however, that have acquired synonyms within their lexicon in the course of a language game (cf. e.g. Baronchelli, Loreto, and Steels, 2008) should be able to question whether there
holds indeed an identity relation between the referents of the
synonymous expression by reﬂecting, inter alia, the spatial, temporal, and modal properties of these referents.
We want to emphasize that we do not claim that the three
grounding aspects or the two meaning dimensions distinguished
above are independent from another. The opposite is true:
grounding modal speech is a special case of the general symbol
grounding problem (cf. Lücking and Mehler, 2011, p. 30), and
symbol grounding depends on conversationally interacting
agents (Lewis, 1969; Puglisi, Baronchelli, and Loreto, 2008).
However, notwithstanding the interrelationships that may hold
between GPsymb, GPconv and GPmod, they have diﬀerent foci that
should not be confused in discussing achievements and requirements of ADCs.
Note further, that we do not take the three grounding aspects to
be an exhaustive list of grounding phenomena in the context of
dialog companions. The grounding problems identiﬁed above are
conﬁned to verbal speech, ignoring, for instance any nonverbal
iii
or social properties of ADCs. A common feature of our grounding problems is, however, that they are standardly labeled as
“grounding” and therefore can potentially give rise to confusion,
if not properly kept apart.
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ADCs and GPsymb

Starting

from the notion of grounding in terms of GPsymb, our basic
argument with regard to the limits of the conversational ﬂexibility of ADCs can be summarized as follows:
1. Limited interactivity as a result of insuﬃcient
grounding: At present, ADCs implement an extrinsic semantics (see above at beginning of Section 2). This means
that the semantics of their conversational items is mainly
predeﬁned and prescribed by the system designer. As a result, ADCs have a limited learning capacity. Because of
this limitation, ADCs are not suﬃciently interactive in
terms of a natural conversational interaction among human interlocutors (Brennan, 1998). ADCs with such a limiv
ited capacity of artiﬁcial interactivity may have problems
with regard to their acceptability as interlocutors of human users.
2. Grounding ADCs with the help of evolutionary Models of Language Evolution (MoLE): A possible way out
of this problem starts with the notion of grounding in AI
(Cangelosi, Greco, and Harnad, 2002; Steels, 2008;
Ziemke, 1999). In line with this, we think of ADCs that interact with their environment in an intrinsic manner such
that their behavior-generating patterns are not prescribed
v
by the system designer. Such systems may be ﬂexible
enough so that they successfully “hide” their artiﬁciality
from the point of view of their human users. To achieve
this goal we need an approach that endows ADCs with a
learning capacity that enables them to intrinsically acquire
a semantic to a degree that they solve the GPsymb. Since
Ziemke (1999) has already shown the limits of the cognitivist approach (Fodor, 1997; Fodor and McLaughlin,
1995) and of the enactive approach (Varela, Thompson,
and Rosch, 1991) to grounding in AI, an alternative approach is needed. Such an approach exists in terms of the
paradigm of language evolution (cf. Steels, 2008, 2011):
“[...] the most promising path toward successful synthesis/modeling of fully grounded and truly intelligent agents,
will probably be what might be called ‘evolutionary and
developmental situated robotics’, i.e. the study of embodied agents/species developing robotic intelligence bottomup in interaction with their environment, and possibly on
top of that a ‘mind’ and ‘higher-level’ cognitive capacities.”
(Ziemke, 1999, p. 187). In line with this approach, we may
think of ADCs that intrinsically learn the semantics of conversational items by interacting with human users or some
other artiﬁcial interlocutors in order to evolve a common
language that is not prescribed to them.
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3. Limits of MoLE as a means of grounding ADCs: Notwithstanding the attractiveness of MoLE, this approach
has limits with regard to the task under consideration. To
simplify our argument, we focus on learning a semantics
beyond the level of intersective predicates (see below) in
the framework of the predominant model of evolutionary
semantics, that is, the Categorization Game (CG)
(Baronchelli, Gong, Puglisi, and Loreto, 2010; Puglisi,
vi
Baronchelli, and Loreto, 2008; Vogt, 2005). Starting from
Lücking and Mehler (2012), we brieﬂy recapitulate that
the CG is limited in that it does not go beyond learning the
semantics of intersective predicates. As a result of this recapitulation, we state that the CG needs to be extended before it can be considered an alternative to solving the
GPsymb. In any event, our diagnosis is that, presently, the
CG is not expressive enough to provide an intrinsic semantics for ADCs and, therefore, limits their conversational
competence.
In what follows, we substantiate this argumentation scheme. The
GPsymb, that has been formulated in terms of the Symbol Grounding Problem (SGP) by (Harnad, 1990), tackles the possibility of
an intrinsic semantics (see above) for AI applications. Solving the
SGP or, equivalently, the GPsymb, means meeting the requirement
of autonomy of interpretation on the part of the artiﬁcial agent.
Any model that claims to solve the SGP has to explain at least
three phenomena (Harnad, 1990):
1. Firstly, it has to explain how sensory input is projected onto corresponding iconic representations.
2. Secondly, it has to explain how categorical representations
are learnt from iconic representations, for example, by
means of identifying invariant features in the sensory projections.
3. Finally, it has to explain how atomic symbolic representations are learnt as names for categorical representations
(i.e., statements of class membership) according to the detection of invariant features. This includes an account of
the organization of atomic symbols into taxonomies and
their combination into complex symbolic representations,
for example, by means of logical connectives (“and”, “or”,
“not”, “all”, and so on).
In a nutshell: symbols are said to be groundable if they can be
traced back to something perceptible in the sense of this enumeration.
Since the time of the formulation of the SGP, much successful
and seminal work has been done on letting agents learn an intrinsic semantics, most prominently within the Naming Game
paradigm and its extension in terms of the Categorization Game
(Baronchelli, Loreto, and Steels, 2008; Steels, 1996). This work
7

has been convincing to such an extent that Steels (2008) stated
that “[t]he Symbol Grounding Problem has been solved” for
“groundable symbols” (Steels, 2008, p. 223) in the sense that
“[t]here is no human prior design to supply the symbols or their
semantics, neither by direct programming nor by supervised
learning.” (Steels, 2008, p. 239). Steels (2008, p. 239) clariﬁes
this notion of an intrinsic semantics by claiming that “[e]ach
agent builds up a semiotic network relating sensations and sensory experiences to perceptually grounded categories and symbols for these categories.”
In order to provide a pretest of this statement, consider an attribute-noun construction like “slow slug”. A term like “slug” is
certainly groundable in the sense of the GPsymb (cf. work on pattern matching and classification as reviewed in Tenenbaum et al.,
2011). But what is with “slow”? One reading of this adjective refers to a perceptual magnitude, namely distance per time unit.
Obviously, there is no ﬁxed magnitude that makes up the perceptual counterpart of “slow”. Rather, the semantics of “slow” is
contextsensitive in the sense that it is calibrated (Kamp and Partee, 1995) in the context of its argument, that is, the head noun
that it modiﬁes: the speed of a slow slug diﬀers, for example from
the speed of a slow hunting-leopard such that both cannot be
said to belong to the same class of slow animals (for related examples see Lahav 1989). Obviously, the meaning of an adjective
like “slow” is open in the sense that it is non-trivially aﬀected by
its usage context (Hörmann, 1983). In terms of the SGP, there is
neither a simple perceptually grounded representation of “slow”
nor a compositional representation on the symbolic level.
This example recapitulates the data basis that has been used by
Lücking and Mehler (2012) to show that the semantic expressivity of the current version of the CG is limited by an intersective
vii
semantics. According to such a semantics, the meaning of an
attribute-noun construction is the intersection of the meanings of
its constituents – disregarding any kind of context-sensitive calibration. In other words, we state that the CG does not yet implement more complex cases of context-sensitive meaning calibration as described, for example, by Kamp and Partee (1995). Thus,
the CG as the predominant model of the evolution of natural language semantics is restricted with regard to the semantic complexity of the predicates it can deal with – below the level of the
semantics of a natural language. As a corollary, we state that this
restriction is extrinsic in the sense that it is prescribed by the
designer of the CG. This prescription is a consequence of the way
the designer deﬁnes single rounds of a CG, the underlying meaning space and the way artiﬁcial agents can generate new signs.
In a nutshell: CGs extrinsically restrict the semantics that
artiﬁcial agents can learn as part of a CG. Thus, CGs do not yet
provide grounding in the desired way, that is, in terms of the
GPsymb. Note that this assessment does not imply that CGs im8

plement a sort of supervised learning. Rather, we say that the
current implementation of CGs is supervised on a higher level on
which it prescribes semantic expressivity.
At this point, one may object that the naming and the categorization game have been said to solve the grounding problem for
groundable predicates whose semantics is anchored in perceivable objects or processes (Steels, 2008). However, as our example
of “slow” shows: even predicates that are assumed to be groundable in this sense can be aﬀected by a context-sensitive semantics. Suppose in contrast to this assessment that “slow” has an
intersective semantics so that “slow slug” denotes the intersection of all perceivable objects that are said to be slow and all
perceivable objects that are categorized as slugs. In order to
learn such a semantics, an ADC would need to learn the meaning
m of “slow”, subject to its diﬀerent usage contexts so that m
turns out to be the union of all result sets of all these contextsensitive meaning constitutions. It is this that we do not see in
current implementations of the CG and what is more intuitively
represented in terms of a subsective semantics where the meaning of “slow slug” is learnt, resulting in a subset of the meaning
of “slug”. Under this regime, an ADC never needs to represent
the meaning of “slow” as something that is the union of all things
that are said to be slow – there is no need for such a representation. Rather, the ADC just needs to learn how to apply the attribute “slow” as an operator to the meanings of its arguments (that
operates in a certain quality dimension in the sense of Gärdenfors 2000).
In line with this argument, we also question the status of semantic networks in the CG (see above): CGs implement many-to-many
relations between sign vehicles and their denotations where syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations of signs are mapped insofar
as they provide a compositional semantics (Vogt, 2005). The
meaning relation between sign vehicles and their denotations can
be seen to span a bipartite graph (Newman, 2010). Any such
graph induces a neighborhood graph, for example, on the side of
the sign vehicles such that vehicles that are related to the same
or similar denotations, are interlinked. This allows us to account
for, for example, relations of (partial) synonymy. It is obvious
how to derive more complex semantic relations (e.g., hyperonymy or co-hyponymy) based on this representation format – see
Loreto, Mukherjee, and Tria (2012) for an example of this research branch. However, in many implementations of the CG,
this relational network of signs does not play a role as a dependent variable, that is, as a possible outcome of the CG. In this
sense, we do not see how the present version of the CG generally
provides a model that allows for learning both a sign-meaning
relation on the one hand and a semantic network (Mehler, 2008;
Steyvers and Tenenbaum, 2005) on the other.
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Based on this argument we conclude that the GPsymb has not been
viii
completely solved.
As we are convinced that CGs provide a
partial solution to the GPsymb, we need to specify this part in
more detail. This can be done with the help of Coradeschi and
Saﬃotti (2003, p. 85), who introduce the anchoring problem as
the “problem of connecting, inside an artiﬁcial system, symbols
and sensor data that refer to the same physical objects in the external world.” From our point of view, this part of the GPsymb has
been solved by the CG and related approaches. However,
“[s]ymbol grounding” as Coradeschi and Saﬃotti (2003, p. 93)
continue, “is a more general problem than anchoring. It concerns
the philosophical issues related to the meaning of symbols in
general.”
We do not claim that the the CG fails to oﬀer a solution for GPsymb
in principle. Rather, we tried to show that currently the CG does
not account for the full range of semantic classes of natural language predicates as systematized, for example, by Kamp and
Partee (1995). Respective enhancements are necessary in order
to endow ADCs with the desired learning capacity.
4

ADCs and GPconv

Communication between two (or more) interlocutors is a coordiix
nated activity and a joint achievement (Clark, 1992). For instance, even an apparently simple question like “Have you seen
Maynard recently?” can only be answered by the addressee if he
knows who Maynard is. In other words, both dialog partners are
required to have mutual knowledge of a certain person named
Maynard. Furthermore, as communication proceeds, the dialog
contributions cannot simply be taken for granted – contributions
may fail at various levels, as pointed out by Clark and Schaefer
(1987, 1989). Given the example question from above (“Have you
seen Maynard recently?”), possible reactions include:
“Huh?” (I didn’t hear what you said. – form aspect),
“Maynard?” (Who are you talking about? – meaning aspect), or
“recently?” (‘Recently’ is the wrong word, I haven’t seen him for
years. – meta-communicative aspect)
Note that (failed) grounding may concern the whole utterance or
any part of it (Ginzburg, 2012; Poesio and Rieser, 2010). Thus, in
communication an utterance – as locution as well as illocution or
perlocution (Austin, 1962) – cannot simply be added to the dialog
fact sheet; rather, it has to be acknowledged ﬁrst, or exposed to
clariﬁcation or even to repair, whenever this is necessary. This
mutual process of dialog management that is performed by interlocutors by alternatingly contributing communication events and
giving feedback is known as grounding. The conversational
events that have been acknowledged or presupposed make up
the so-called common ground (Stalnaker, 2002).
10

Conversational grounding has to be seen as a sine qua non for
the dialog management module of ADCs, since “[m]any of the
errors that occur in human-computer interaction can be explained as failures of grounding, in which users and systems lack
enough evidence to coordinate their distinct knowledge states.”
(Brennan, 1998, p. 201) Accordingly, the GPconv can be formulated as follows: How can ADCs keep track of grounding in user interactions with their human interlocutors? If an ADC is not able
to master the linguistic grounding problem, successful conversation with this ADC will not be possible, because grounding errors
block mutual understanding. From the viewpoint of a requirement analysis for ADCs Danilava, Busemann, and Schommer
(2012) conclude: “The interaction with an ACC [Artiﬁcial Conversational Companion] cannot be modelled as just a simple stimulus-response based exchange of utterances.”
In order to evaluate ADCs in terms of GPconv, we can give the following requirements speciﬁcation:


Processing of contributions has to be incremental
(Schlangen and Skantze, 2011), since elements from single
words to whole sentences can be subject to acknowledgement, clariﬁcation or repair.



ADCs have to deal with contributions that do not project
onto full sentences – so called non-sentential utterances
(Fernández and Ginzburg, 2002).



ADCs have to keep track of the form, the meaning and the
meta-communicative function of contributions, since interlocutors can inquire about these features for any conversational element (cf. the Maynard example above).

How do ADCs perform in comparison to these requirements of
GPconv? The ﬁrst thing to note is that the dialog systems used in
constructing an ADC have turn management and dialog act tagging at their disposal (see the overview given in Wilks, Catizone,
Worgan, and Turunen, 2011). Since dialog acts are related to the
conversational and pragmatic role of turns and, furthermore,
ADCs are equipped with models for the meaning of those turns
(see e.g. Catizone, Dingli, Pinto, and Wilks, 2008), ADCs can be
x
said to fulﬁl a great deal of the last-mentioned criterion. We haven’t found explicit, written evidence, however, whether the
ADCs’ dialog modules provide a retrievable representation of the
form of an utterance. Such locutionary information is needed, for
example, to handle form-related clariﬁcations like “Did you say
‘Maynard’? Did I hear it correctly?”.
As regards non-sentential utterances, ADCs seem to be able to
handle at least short answers (cf. the example SC: “When was
this photo taken?”, R: “last year” of Wilks et al., 2011, p. 142).
However, there are various kinds of non-sentential utterances
(Ginzburg, 2012, pp. 219 sq., distinguishes 15 classes of nonsentential utterances). To our knowledge, ADCs are not able, for
11

instance, to process a meta-communicatively used reprise fragment like “10 euros?” as a response to “This costs 10 euros.” or
perspective takeovers (for example, personal pronoun adjustments like A: “You should do this”, B: “Me?”.). As far as one can
get from the literature, ADCs probably can handle only such nonxi
sentential utterances whose “missing parts” can be ﬁlled with
recourse to dialog act structure (such as Question-Response adjacency pairs (Sacks, Schegloﬀ, and Jeﬀerson, 1974)). In sum, the
processing of non-sentential utterances seems to fall behind their
elaborate manners of use in human-human conversation.
The “normal scenario” of HCI is as follows: “ECA talks, then
there is a pause, then user talks” (Crook, Smith, Cavazza, Pulman, Moore, and Boye, 2010, p. 30). Additionally, backchannel
signals are allowed during speech. Under certain conditions
(e.g., talking duration and loudness of interjection), overlapping
speech is treated as an interruption (Crook, Smith, Cavazza,
Pulman, Moore, and Boye, 2010). Interruptions, however, are
treated on the level of whole turns: after an interruption of a turn
has been identiﬁed and processed, the system has to decide
whether to “continue, replan [or] abort” the turn (Crook, Smith,
Cavazza, Pulman, Moore, and Boye, 2010, p. 30). This decision is
“very challenging” (Crook, Smith, Cavazza, Pulman, Moore, and
Boye, 2010, p. 31), partly due to the not yet achieved processing
need that “the interrupting utterance must to be considered in
the context of the ECA utterance that provoked the interruption”
(Crook, Smith, Cavazza, Pulman, Moore, and Boye, 2010, p. 32).
Since interruptions can occur at any given point in dialog, an incrementally growing semantic representation is needed. Any increment reached at some point t in a conversation can be
acknowledged or put to clariﬁcation or repair, and that in fact on
the form, the meaning, or the meta-communicative level (cf.
xii
above).
In

formal dialog theory, incrementality and the semantics of discourse is a chief issue in the framework of Poesio, Traum and
Rieser (PTT, Poesio and Traum, 1997; Poesio and Rieser, 2010).
To our knowledge, there is no PTT implementation yet. Actually,
incremental construction of dialog representations appears to be
a very recent topic; we know of three approaches (namely Peldszus and Schlangen, 2012; Purver, Eshghi, and Hough, 2011;
Visser, Traum, DeVault, and Akker, 2012). Since none of these
approaches seems to be employed within an ADC as discussed
here, the ﬁrst-given requirement, incrementality, is probably not
yet fulﬁlled. Our diagnosis is supported by work on grounding in
human-computer interaction: Peltason, Rieser, Wachsmuth and
Wrede (2013, p. 116) report that “[t]he robot does not KNOW
turn taking rules, so it cannot project (anticipate) sequences in
xiii
the CA [Conversation Analysis] sense.” (emphasis in original).
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5

ADCs and GPmod

We think that GPmod and the philosophical grounding problem
provide a neat test case for language grounding in AI systems.
The reason is the following: agents eventually learn synonyms,
that is, two diﬀerent names that refer to the same thing (say,
“statue” and “lump of clay”). Synonymy relations can change in
the course of language learning. However, such changes are due
to broadening or narrowing the perceptual categories associated
with these names – supposing they are groundable in terms of
Steels (2008). Consequently, agents can learn that two terms are
synonymous (or not) by experience, which is perfectly in line with
the notion of symbol grounding. The intrinsic semantics of ADCs
at present is factual: meaning is triggered by perception (as in
the Naming Game paradigm Steels, 1996) or by information retrieval (as in the Companions project Catizone, Dingli, Pinto, and
Wilks, 2008). The content of conversations is always tied to sensoric representations (anchoring, cf. above) or to the facts in a
knowledge base. Such systems are able to draw inferences
(again, see Catizone, Dingli, Pinto, and Wilks, 2008) of the form
“If X is the case and Y is the case, then Z holds.”, where X, Y and
Z denote content available through the resource (i.e., perception
or knowledge base).
Part of mastering language, however, is to be able to talk not only about factual events, but also about events from the past or
the future, or events that might be the case. Once a semantics
has been acquired for a given symbol s, then s can also be used
independently of its external source (be it perception or
knowledge base), that is, without immediate factual underpinning. In addition to factual speech, modal speech also becomes
possible. This kind of language ability is asked for when one
wants to discuss modal properties of things, as is done in the
context of the philosophical grounding puzzle. ADCs that are said
to have acquired an intrinsic semantics should be able to perform
counterfactual speech of the following form: “If X would be the
case, then Y ”.
The interesting observation of the philosophical grounding problem and GPmod is that modal speech requires a use of symbols
that is detached from its factual anchors and grounding sources.
For instance, the use of “destroy” in a question like “If I would
destroy the statue, would the lump of clay still exist?” does not
refer to a factual event; rather, the event talked about is shifted
into the realms of possibility by the conjunctive mood of “would”.
Symbol use that is independent from external triggers in this
sense can be called “intrinsic” properly. On this account, GPmod
provides a test case for assessing whether an ADC has acquired
an intrinsic semantics even in the strong, modal sense.
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Figure 1: Grounding Steps for ADCs.

6

Conclusion

We have identiﬁed three grounding problems for the semantics
of symbols used by artiﬁcial dialog companions. Firstly, we argued that the intrinsic semantics of symbols acquired according
to the basic symbol grounding problem (GPsymb) is limited and
that therefore GPsymb has not been solved in general yet. Nevertheless, current approaches have implemented ways to master
the anchoring problem (connecting sensory and symbolic information), which is a subset of the GPsymb. Secondly, the dialog aspect of ADCs requires a model of linguistic grounding as a centerpiece. We identiﬁed the principal items of creating and managing common ground. We noted that full conversational grounding rests on turn management (contributing, acknowledging, repairing, clarifying) and incrementality. Thirdly, we posed the
philosophical grounding problem as a test case for the intrinsic
meaning of the symbols in ADCs’ lexicons. If an artiﬁcial dialog
agent is able to talk about possible states of aﬀairs that question
the co-referentiality of synonymous terms, then this agent has
acquired an intrinsic concept of meaningfulness. Such a test is,
to our knowledge, still missing in discussions of ADCs but is
needed in order to assess their symbol grounding achievements.
If we map the grounding problem onto the two dialog dimensions
(Interaction vs. Symbol – cf. Section 2 above), we receive the
two-dimensional grid from Figure 1. The grid stakes out the
space of grounding as delimited here into nine ﬁelds (we added
an additional row and column for further grounding steps). The
grid can be used to assess in more detail the dialogical eﬀectiveness of ADCs. Figure 1 accordingly indicated the current
achievements of conversational agents by gray highlighting of
ﬁelds. As argued in the main text above, ADCs have solved the
anchoring problem on the symbol axis and have been equipped
with turn-taking modules. The visual representation allows us to
spot quickly that there are still some steps to go until an ADC can
become a cooperative conversational partner.
14
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i

Strictly speaking, Artificial Companion is a hypernym of the kind of
conversational systems that we focus on here, since it additionally encompasses, for example, companions like artificial pets, which we exclude from our discussion.
ii

To keep a short argumentation, we circumvent any discussion of the
notion of independence in terms of algorithmic determinism etc. The
interested reader should refer to Ziemke (1999) and related references.
iii

Note that a notion of language may include social communities (Wittgenstein, 1953), nonverbal communication means (Fricke, 2012) and
brain structures (Hauser, Chomsky and Fitch, 2002).
iv

For this notion see, for example, Kopp and Wachsmuth (2012) and
Mehler (2009).
v

As we do not require ADCs to be intelligent, we want to circumvent
any discussion of hard versus soft AI (Searle, 1980).
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vi

For an overview of these approaches see Steels (2011). A very advanced project in this area is probably the Lingodroids project (Schulz,
Glover, Wyeth, and Wiles, 2010).
vii

The interested reader may consult Lücking and Mehler (2012) for the
details of this argumentation.
viii

See also Taddeo and Floridi (2005), who argue that so far no approach to the symbol grounding problem accomplished full intrinsicality
of meaning (what the authors refer to as zero semantical commitment
condition).
ix

There is a bunch of work that corroborates the cooperative nature of
dialog, but Herbert Clark probably sketched this issue most explicitly
and extensively.
x

Since a great variety of different and differently scaled phenomena
are subsumed under the heading of pragmatics – for instance, conversational implicatures (Grice, 1975) or wide background knowledge
(Searle, 1978) – we deem it unfair to construct pragmatic counterexamples in this context.
xi

We use quotation marks here, since we do not assume that such nonsentential utterances are somehow deficient – quite the contrary (see
also the analysis of Ginzburg, 2012, Chap. 7).
xii

In a recent anthology of artificial companions (Wilks, 2010), the term
“grounding” is used only once, namely in a footnote where a dialogical
repair situation is distinguished from decreasing engagement in conversation.
xiii

The authors also argue that grounding of natural kind terms in human-computer interactions does not climb the complete Clarkian action
ladder (Clark, 1996), but remains on a level that in the context of the
present paper can be described as “public anchoring”.
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